Get making!
With cardboard artist Lottie Smith

Resource guide

Calling all Little Inventors! You have thought of an invention idea, drawn it, and now you want to take it to the next step - making a prototype!

Take inspiration from Little Inventors Magnificent Maker and cardboard artist Lottie Smith as she shows you how to work with cardboard and recyclable materials. Do try this at home, take care with scissors and get some adult help.

There are six tutorials too to help you with your project - happy making!

1. Introduction to get making!
In this series of films, we’re going to show you some great hints and tips about making your own invention models. This is the first step and finding what you might need to get started!

https://youtu.be/4F4TlW1eF6o

Tutorial! Making movement - Tabs/Nets/Templates

2. Basic Skills - Scoring & Strengthening
Learning how to score and strengthen pieces of cardboard can be the best start! Have a practice and think about how you might use these skills when you make your model - moving parts might need to be stronger.

https://youtu.be/Kq-vZXVsQ9U

3. Basic Skills - Circles
You can use circles in so many ways and Lottie will show you how to draw and cut a circle in the middle of a piece of cardboard. You’ll also learn how to make your very own drawing compass - what can you use it for? Maybe a clock, a rotating plate, or wheels?

https://youtu.be/s5LijU029f4

Tutorial! Basic skills - Circles

Click these links to watch Lottie’s instructional videos!
4. Basic Skills - Cones

Cones are a really useful way to make so many things. Lottie shows you how to make a cone out of cardboard and paper. This shape can be great to make satellite dishes, a hat or a flower - what will yours become?

https://youtu.be/OkD2x8ecz6I

5. Making Connections - Flanges & Tabs

One of the best ways to make a connection between two different shapes and materials is to make a flange or a tab. Watch Lottie show you how to make your own connections. When you are making your prototype, think about the best way to connect your different elements so it’s stable and doesn’t break easily.


6. Making Connections - Slots

Another good way to connect two pieces of cardboard together is by making slots. What can you make using slots? They might be particularly good to build strong walls or create a structure quickly.

https://youtu.be/Fha_vz33Qw4

7. Textures - Folding

Texture can add interest to your model. Lottie shows you how to fold paper to use in different ways, such as creating a fan or a spring. Where could you use these techniques to add interest to your prototype? Think of mechanical things that need to create movement, like accordions or watches.

https://youtu.be/DjG1riPtFlU

8. Textures - Fringing and Layering

Fringing and layering are brilliant and fun ways to add lots of detail to your model. Here you can see Lottie using fringing to create fur on her bear head, it looks so realistic! What can you make using these techniques?

https://youtu.be/km7B1EF1Q8Y
9. Textures - Corrugation & Curves
Lottie explains about the corrugation effect of a piece of cardboard and how you can use it to create smooth curves in your model. Does your prototype have curves?
https://youtu.be/791UhWWBQ6s

10. Making Movement - Cuffs
This is a good way to add movement to your model. Follow Lottie's tips on how to make a cuff - why don't you make your own inventor's cuff?
https://youtu.be/xLimGx-A2Fg

11. Making Movement - Dials
Dials are used for so many reasons, whether it’s for an action such as turning sound up or down, or choosing a setting for a machine like a washing machine. Here’s how to make your own!
https://youtu.be/qAM4HKtcyoM

12. Making Movement - Wheels & Axles
Do you want your model to move? Lottie shows you how to make wheels and axles and add them to your model. Get moving!
https://youtu.be/jgHwo1YQtc4

Check out our free resources to start inventing and making on littleinventors.org/resources
Check out our Little Inventors inventor's log which will give you plenty more tips to get started with developing your idea and prototyping it!
Share your models with us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram with hashtag #timeforcreativity
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Making Your Compass

Push centre pencil into cardboard so it leaves a mark. It's useful to know where the middle is later!

Second pencil to rotate around centre (extra holes for drawing rings)

Handy Hint

Make your compass with corrugation lines following the longer side of your cardboard strip. It makes it last longer and your less likely to end up with a wobbly circle.

Cutting Out Circles

Once you've drawn your circle use a pencil to make a hole within the shape.

Make it a bit bigger by giving it a wiggle or using your finger.

Use your scissors to snip up to the line, cutting small pieces out slowly and carefully.

Basic Skills: Circles

Created by Lottie Smith
www.lottiesmith.com
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Making a Cone

**Cut to Centre**
- Score dotted lines

**Tab for Gluing**
- Roll up and glue/tape tab

Different Cone Shapes

Why not try lots of different types of cones by varying:
- How many lines you score to the centre.
- How evenly these lines are spaced apart.
- How much of your circle you remove when making the tab.
- What material you use to make the cone.

Attaching Your Cone

- Creating tabs at cone point
- Cut down scored lines
- Cut the same length down on each one.
  The important part is that the tabs are big enough to hold the cone in position

Bend out each section to create tabs + fix tabs to any surface

Or try attaching them over a bottle

Basic Skills: Cones
MAKE CURVIER CURVES USING CORRUGATION

You might have noticed the difference between curves you get with cardboard and when you do the same with paper or card.

This technique helps to get you smoother curves using cardboard.

First you want to make sure the corrugation is in the correct direction to help with the curve you want:

Using a pencil or closed scissors push down into each flute, do the same on each until you've done your whole strip.

Flutes are these wiggles.

What you're doing here is a bit like scoring, you're just using lines that are already there.

Here's how it looks from the side. The layer you push into on top tears making it easier to bend.

Handy hint: you don't have to use the technique on the whole length, use on segments to create more interesting forms.

Textures: Corrugation and curves

Created by Lottie Smith
www.lottiesmith.com
With thanks to our funders

- Roll up a strip of cardboard
  - Fix with tape or glue

- Make the dial head from an old lid or cut out some circles
  - Use a pencil to poke hole
  - Use your finger to make it big enough (it's better if it's a bit small)
  - Push dial into hole

The longer the strip the bigger the roll. (A bigger roll is easier to glue to your circle)

Glue your roll to the centre of your circle or lid. Use tabs to strengthen

Add controls to an invention by adding dials

(Could you use one to turn down the volume of the neighbours dog?)

You can create texture by taking off the top layer of cardboard to reveal the corrugation.

Created by Lottie Smith
www.lottiesmith.com
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MAKING MOVEMENT: DIALS
• You can use nets or templates to make 3-dimensional shapes from paper or cardboard.
• Here are a few examples...
• If you carefully take apart boxes from the recycling, you could find even more to try...

**Key:**
- GLUE...
- SCORE...
- CUT...

**Cube**

**Cuboid**
(3D rectangle)

**Pyramid**
You can make a net by drawing each side, or ‘plane’, of a 3D shape. (For a cube this is 6 squares of the same size.)

The sides need to be drawn in a way which allows all the planes to fold together into the correct shape. There might be different ways to do this.

The tabs don’t need to be in exactly the same place, what is important is that there is one tab for glueing at each edge where two planes join.

You can see on the drawings of the tabs the corners are angled. This is to help when gluing, by stopping the fiddly corners having too many layers in the same place.

For a cube/cuboid the perfect angle is 45° - how does it change for a pyramid?

Once you’ve mastered the basics you could try and make a much more complex shape. The only real difference is there are a lot more lines to cut, score and stick!

Making connections: tabs
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**DRAW AROUND YOUR TUBE ONTO SOME CARDBOARD**

**DRAW THE SHAPE YOU WANT ROTATING AROUND THE CIRCLE AND CUT OUT (IT'S BETTER FOR THE CIRCLE HOLE TO BE A BIT SMALL)**

**MAKING A REMOTE CONTROL INVENTORS CUFF**

**ROLL STRIP OF CARDBOARD AROUND TUBE PULL TIGHT AND TAPE/GLUE (DON'T TAPE THE STRIP TO THE TUBE ITSELF OR IT WON'T ROTATE!)**

**ADD DETAILS ONTO THE ROTATING CUFF - BUTTONS/DIALS/SCREENS/ANTENNA**

**REMOTE CONTROL WRIST COMMAND**

**TRY USING TABS TO ADD LARGER ELEMENTS**

**PUSH TUBE THROUGH THE CIRCLE AND ROTATE!**